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The field solution is exponentially decaying outward
from the neutralization radius, defined as the radius withinThe ARCTIC code has been developed to calculate the inductive

erosion of, and plasma wakefield generation by, an ultrarelativistic which plasma electrons have been expelled to leave a net
electron beam propagating in a straight ionized channel through a zero interior charge. In order to impose the conducting
background plasma. The implicit algorithm used is described in wall boundary condition, the calculation integrates the field
detail, and the code is verified by comparing results with a more

equations inward from the wall. If this integration has tocomplete full particle-in-cell plasma simulation code. Q 1996 Aca-

traverse only a few e-folding skin depths, which are in-demic Press, Inc.

versely proportional to the square root of the plasma den-
sity, the procedure can be an explicit one, using the Runga–

I. INTRODUCTION Kutta–Fehlberg library subroutine. But for large plasma
densities and large wall radius, many plasma skin depths

As a highly relativistic (effectively rigid) electron beam exist between the beam and the boundary wall. In this case
moves through a neutral plasma, the excess negative charge radial inward integration over a growing solution can lead
introduced by the beam produces a radial electric field that to numerical instabilities. An explicit algorithm has no
expels the plasma electrons from the vicinity of the beam. control over these instabilities and can lead to unreliable
This outward plasma electron flow near the front of the results [4].
beam gives rise to a longitudinal electric field which decel- To maintain numerical stability when investigating the
erates the beam electrons at the head of the beam. Even- higher density background plasma regime, the ARCTIC
tually these beam electrons lose enough energy that they code uses an implicit algorithm. The developed code is
are lost from the beam, a process called inductive erosion. described here, along with the steps taken to verify the
The physics of these and other beam processes are resulting predictions. The results of numerical and analytic
described in more detail by Lauer et al. [1] and by research on inductive erosion and plasma wakefield gener-
Buchanan [2]. ation, using ARCTIC and another code, IPROP, are dis-

In order to calculate inductive erosion of an electron cussed in a separate paper [5].
beam propagating in an ionized channel, all within an ion-
ized background plasma, the problem was idealized by

II. IMPLICIT ALGORITHMassuming axial symmetry and an ultrarelativistic (rigid rod)
beam; that is, the beam electrons are kinematically unaf-
fected by the accompanying EM fields. But the channel and As the electron beam propagates, its head erodes so
background plasma electrons do respond to these fields. In that the geometric pattern that constitutes the beam front
a reference frame moving with the beam the fields appear moves somewhat more slowly than the electrons of the
to be in steady state, that is, frozen. The frozen field equa- beam. We consider the case in which both electrons and
tions [3], coupled with the plasma particle momentum front move nearly at the speed of light. In a reference frame
equations, are solved numerically by the appropriately moving with the beam front (Galilean transformation) the
named ARCTIC code [4]. beam geometric pattern is in steady state, so explicit time

The central assumptions for the computation are derivatives are all zero. The moving frame is Eulerian,
with variables referring to specific points in the frame,(1) c P y, implying immobile ions, frozen fields.
not to moving particles. In particular, the dimensionless(2) Steady state in the erosion front frame.
electron axial speed bz will, in the body of the beam, be

(3) Particles obey individual kinetic equations; fields small compared with one and will approach zero as the
obey Maxwell equations. inspection point approaches the beam front.

Derivation of the cylindrically symmetric frozen fieldIn addition, plasma density was assumed less than 1% of
the beam density in testing the code. and momentum equations appropriate for this problem
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have been presented elsewhere [3]. In dimensionless form,
with Er , Ez , B representing radial and axial electric and
azimuthal magnetic fields and Jr , Jz representing radial and
axial current densities, they are

Er

z
2

B
z

5 2Jr (1)

Ez

r
5 Jr (2)

1
r



r
rB 5 Jz 1

Ez

z
(3)

(1 2 bz)


z
Pr 5 2Q 3 (Er 2 bzB) (4)

(1 2 bz)


z
Pz 5 2Q 3 (Ez 1 brB), (5)

where br , bz are the radial, axial particle velocities normal-
ized to the speed of light, z 5 vFt 2 z is the distance back
(upstream) from the beam head whose speed in the z

FIG. 1. The ARCTIC computational grid at the beginning of a dzdirection is vF P c, and Q is the particle’s charge-to-mass
step. The variables shown are known at the locations where they appear.ratio normalized so that Q 5 1 for electrons. The velocities
The longitudinal index is n, the radial one is i.

hbij are related to the normalized momenta hPi ; xcbij by
bi 5 Pi/Ïx 2 1 P2

r 1 P2
z , where x ; 1/4n ; mc3/4eI and

n is Budker’s parameter. Equations (4) and (5) are the known for every radial position between the beam head
radial and axial momentum equations, respectively. With (the left edge of the computational grid) and the current
I being the (rigid) beam current, and rb the beam radius, value of the longitudinal coordinate z, at step n. One com-
the dimensionless quantities are related to the physical putational cycle consists of integrating Eqs. (1)–(5) to ad-
ones (Gaussian units), denoted by tildes, by vance the known quantities one full step to the right, to

step n 1 1, corresponding to position z 1 dz. The ‘‘time
step’’ dz can vary with z.

r, z 5
(r̃, z̃)

rb
Note that some quantities are associated with radial and/

or longitudinal half-step locations. Since the calculation
deals with the discrete charged particles, the accelerations,Er , Ez , B 5

crb

4I
3 (Ẽr , Ẽz , B̃)

velocities, and radial positions are associated with the parti-
cles rather than with grid locations. With accelerations
known at step n, the velocities are known a half step ahead,Jr , Jz 5

fr2
b

I
3 (J̃r , J̃z).

at n 1 As, and the radial positions at n 1 1. By counting
weighted particle densities appropriately, one obtains den-

In addition to Eqs. (1)–(5), charge conservation is imposed sities at desired grid locations: Jr at radial full step and
by keeping track in the calculation of the individual longitudinal half-step (i, n 1 As), Jz at (i 1 As, n 1 As), and
charges. The ions are treated either as infinitely massive, charge density re at (i, n). For any density quantity D that
immobile charged particles contributing static fields, or as is proportional to the physical particle density, one can
a separate movable particle species with its own charge- write D ; DiD' , where Di represents longitudinal
to-mass ratio. bunching/debunching, and D' represents a radial density.

The computational grid and the positions at which vari- The assumption of a steady state in the near-speed-of-light
ous quantities are defined is shown in Fig. 1. the radial beam frame dictates that Di 5 1/(1 2 bz), so
coordinate r, labeled by index i, goes up vertically, while
the longitudinal coordinate z (increasing from left to right

D 5
D'

(1 2 bz)
. (6)if the beam is propagating to the left) is labeled by index

n. The dashed lines represent the half-step positions. At
the beginning of a calculational cycle all the variables are The radial density D' is found directly by counting parti-
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cles, multiplied by the appropriate weighting factors, in Jr

z
5

1
V

kqbrl
K
z

1
1
V OK

k
qk

brk

z
, (7)the different radial intervals.

The calculational algorithm begins with evaluating the
current densities at the next half-step, J n11/2

ri
and J n11/2

zi11/2
,

where the k l brackets refer to the mean value in theand the charge density at the next full step, rn11
ei

. Using
box. Since the particle charges are uncorrelated with theirthe momentum Eqs. (4) and (5) to obtain appropriate
velocities for a given particle species (the charge-to-masscoefficient densities (calculated below), the radial current
ratio is constant),density array is extrapolated to the full step position,

J (n11)
r 5 J n11/2

r 1 (Jr/z)n11dz/2. (A superscript or sub-
kqbrl 5 kqlkbrl,script in parentheses means the quantity is extrapolated

or interpolated to that location.) The important point here
and of course kbrl is now the fluid radial velocity of theis that the correction-derivative term is taken to depend
specie in question. With the definition of the specie chargeimplicitly on the field quantities, that is, on the as-yet-
density re ; kqlK/V, Eq. (7) becomesunknown Er , B, and Ez at the full step n 1 1. Equation

(2) is then integrated radially inward from the conducting
boundary wall to give a relation between the still unknown Jr

z
5 kbrl

re

z
1

1
V O

k
qk

brk

z
. (8)fields at step n 1 1. Equation (3) is then integrated radially

out from the axis to give the B field at the half-step n 1
As. In principle this result should be extrapolated linearly

From Eqs. (4) and (5)to the full step position n 1 1, B(n11) 5 2Bn11/2 2 Bn, but
this has been found to introduce undamped oscillations.
Instead, setting B(n11) 5 Bn11/2, that is, associating Bn11/2 br

z
5

1
c

cbr

z
2

br

c
c
zas calculated above with the full step n 1 1, has been found

to eliminate these oscillations. Equation (3) thus provides
another relation between the still unknown fields En11

z and 5
1

xc
Pr

z
2

br

xc


z
Ïx 2 1 P2

r 1 P2
z

Bn11 and the known En
z . Finally Eq. (1) constitutes a third

relation between known and unknown field values. Since
5

Q
(1 2 bz)xc

[2(1 2 b2
r)Er 1 bzB 1 brbzEz].the field values are actually arrays in radial index i, the

three relations are matrix equations. These are solved to
give the new field quantities at step n 1 1 in terms of the

Equation (8) now becomesold ones at step n, and in terms of the current components
at the half-step n 1 As.

With the field quantities known at n 1 1, the momentum Jr

z
5 C1 1 CEr

Er 1 CBB 1 CEz
Ez , (9)

equations are applied there, yielding new momenta and
particle positions at n 1 Ds and, hence, also the current
density components there. The computational cycle is now where the coefficient densities are
complete. The coordinate z and index n are incremented,
and the cycle begins again.

C1 ; kbrl
re

z
(10)The above general sketch of the implicit algorithm will

now be expanded and described in greater detail.

CEr
; 2

Q
V O

k

(1 2 b2
rk

)qk

(1 2 bzk
)ck

(11)
III. EXTRAPOLATION OF Jr

The total current density Jr of a given particle species
CB ; Q

xV O
k

qkbzk

(1 2 bzk
)ck

(12)is constituted of the moving charged particles flowing in a
unit box

CEz
; Q

xV O
k

qkbrk
bzk

(1 2 bzk
)ck

. (13)
Jr 5 OK

k particles
qk

brk

V
,

If there is more than one specie, (Eq. 9) is easily general-
ized by redefining the coefficients (Eqs. (10)–(13)) to bewhere qk is the normalized charge of particle k, K is the

number of particles in the box, and V is the box volume the sums over species of the coefficients as defined above
for each specie:(independent of z). Then
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, etc. at radial position i. The constant C1 is an M-element array.

IV. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
The above sums are over moving species, that is, channel
and background plasma electrons, and, if so treated, the In difference form Eq. (2) is
plasma ions, but the beam electrons are not included. For
any given specie, the terms to be summed in expressions En11

zi11/2
5 En11

zi13/2
2 J (n11)

ri11
dri11 ,

(11)–(13) are simply evaluated at the radial boundaries i
and half-step n 1 As by computing appropriately weighted

where dri is the radial distance between the cell centersdensities there. For Eq. (10) it is necessary to evaluate a
sharing radial boundary i. The interval nearest the wall,fluid radial velocity at the half-step kbri

ln11/2, and charge
drM11 , is just half the width of the outermost cell, from celldensities at the full step positions rn

ei
, rn11

ei
to obtain the

center to wall. In matrix form this equation can be writtenderivative and final expression at the half step n 1 As. The
longitudinal electric field at the radial boundary is obtained
by averaging the neighboring values, En11

zi
5 As(En11

zi21/2
1 AEn11

z 5 2DJ (n11)
r , (15)

En11
zi11/2

). Finally, the extrapolated radial current density at
the full step n 1 1 is where matrices A and D are

J (n11)
ri

5 J n11/2
ri

1 Asdz[Cn11/2
1i

1 Cn11/2
Er

i

En11
ri

1 Cn11/2
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Bn11
i 1 AsCn11/2

Ez
i

(En11
zi21/2

1 En11
zi11/2

)].
(14)

A ;1
1 21 0

1 21

1 21

0 ...
2Henceforth we simplify notation by writing quantities

in vector and matrix form, the elements corresponding to
different radial indices i. Thus all the physical quantities
Er , B, Ez , Jr , Jz , br , bz , etc. become vectors, with the first
elements corresponding to locations closest to, but off the
axis, while coefficients and operators become matrices. The D ;1

dr2 0

dr3

dr4 ...
0 drM11

2 .
coefficients CEr

and CB are diagonal square matrices

Using Eq. (14) in matrix form, Eq. (15) becomes
CB 5 1

CB1
0

CB2 ...
0 CBM

2 , etc.,

AEn11
z 5 2DJ n11/2

r 2 Asdz D(Cn11/2
1 1 Cn11/2

Er
En11

r
(16)

1 Cn11/2
B Bn11 1 Cn11/2

Ez
En11

z ).

where M is the number of radial cells, and the coefficient
Equation (1) in difference form isCEz

is a two-diagonal matrix (with diagonal 5 superdi-
agonal)

En11
r 5 Bn11 1 En

r 2 Bn 2 dz J n11/2
r . (17)

Eliminating En11
r between Eqs. (16) and (17) gives

CEz
5 1

CEz1

CEz1

0

CEz2 ...
CEz2 ...

0 CEz
M

2 (A 1 As dz DCn11/2
Ez

)En11
z

5 2DJ n11/2
r 2 As dz DCn11/2

1 (18)
2 As dz D(Cn11/2

Er
1 Cn11/2

B )Bn11

2 As dz DCn11/2
Er

(En
r 2 Bn 2 dz J n11/2

r ).where element
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In difference form Eq. (3) (after setting B(n11/2) 5 Bn11 where the matrix B ; U21ATR, and AT is the transpose
of A.as explained earlier) is

Eliminating En11
z between Eqs. (18) and (21) gives an

expression for Bn11 in terms of previously determined
ri11Bn11

i11 5 riBn11
i 1 ri11/2 dri11/2 FJ n11/2

zi11/2
1 SEz

z
Dn11/2

i11/2
G . quantities:

(19)
MBn11 5 2aW 1 SA 1

1
2

dz DCEzD
In principle the last term should just be (omitting sub-
scripts)

3 FJ n11/2
z 1 (1 2 a) SEz

z
Dn21/2G (22)

SEz

z
Dn11/2

5
1
dz

(En11
z 2 En

z). 2
a
2

D[C1 1 CEz
En

z 1 CEr
(En

r 2 Bn 2 dz J n11/2
r )].

When the time step dz becomes small this expression can Here C1 and all the C coefficients are understood to have
lead to numerical instability. A more smoothly varying superscript n 1 As. The matrix M is defined by
expression that eliminates the instability is used instead:

M ; AB 1 AsD[dz CEz
B 1 a(CEr

1 CB)] (23)

SEz

z
Dn11/2

5
a
dz

(En11
z 2 En

z) 1 (1 2 a) SEz

z
Dn21/2

. (20)
and the vector W is

This expression for the derivative is an interpolation be-
tween its previous value (corresponding to a 5 0) and the W ;

(AEn
z 1 DJ n11/2

r )
dz

. (24)
instantaneous one (a 5 1). The nominal value of parameter
a is 1. But when time step dz is smaller than some interval

By analogy with Eq. (16) the following relation shouldzR , a is set equal to the ratio dz/zR . zR is a resolution time
apply as dz R 0:scale and is set equal to some small fraction, normally Ak,

of a plasma period in the channel. Since dz can vary during
AEn

z 5 2DJ n11/2
r 1 As dz D(C1 1 CEr

En
r 1 CBBn 1 CEz

En).the calculation, so can a. It was found empirically that the
chosen value of zR eliminated the aforementioned numeri-
cal instability and also gave stable results largely insensitive So as dz R 0, W should approach the limiting value (super-
to the exact value of zR . However, no detailed studies of scripts for C1 and the C’s are still n 1 As)
variability with zR were performed.

Define ei ; ri11/2 dri11/2 , and the diagonal matrices
WL ; AsD(C1 1 CEr

En
r 1 CBBn 1 CEz

En
z). (25)

In the calculation the value of W is made equal to its
defined value (Eq. (24)) for steps dz larger than some smallU ;1

e1 0

e2

0 e3 ...
2 critical value zp and changes smoothly to the limiting value

WL as zp . dz R 0. In derivative form,

WL 5
1
2

Jr

z
dr.

R ;1
r2 0

r3

0 r4 ...
2 ;

The matrix M in Eq. (22) is tridiagonal and of order
N, the number of radial cells in the calculation. In the

then Eq. (19) in matrix notation becomes calculation Eq. (22) is inverted numerically, giving the new
array Bn11. Then Eq. (17) gives the array En11

r and Eq.
(21) gives the array En11

z , from which (Ez/z)n11/2 is calcu-
BBn11 5 J n11/2

z 1
a
dz

(En11
z 2 En

z) 1 (1 2 a) SEz

z
Dn21/2

, lated using Eq. (20).
With the fields now known at step n 1 1, the momentum

Eqs. (4) and (5) are applied to advance the particle veloci-(21)
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ties to the half step n 1 Ds. From that the particle positions the moving frame, respectively, measured in the lab frame.
As the beam energy c is increased the normalized erosionare advanced to half-step n 1 Ds:
speed is decreased so that the erosion front is moving
at almost the same speed as the beam. The frozen field

R(n13/2)
i 5 Rn11

i 1 bn13/2
ri

dz/2
1 2 bn13/2

zi

approximation applies in the erosion front frame. In partic-
ular a longitudinal electric field Ez is established that is
steady state in the erosion frame. Define the potential w,

and, similarly, to step n 1 2. The radial density of these with w 5 0 at the erosion front, through the relation
particles is used in Eq. (6) to compute the corresponding
charge densities. Then the whole computational cycle is re- e

mc2 Ez ; 2
w

z
5

w

z9
, (26)peated.

V. GRID SELECTION
where z9 ; bFct 2 z is the longitudinal coordinate in
the frame moving with the erosion front. The potential w,
averaged over the beam cross section, is calculated byThe background plasma densities typically are small,
ARCTIC as a function of axial position along the axis.compared with the beam electron density. On the other
This quantity is plotted by ARCTIC under the label ‘‘nor-hand, the radial region of interest is large compared with
malized erosion rate,’’ because it is equal to (cy 2 cF)bE .the beam radius. To deal with this large radius range the

If a continuous beam has been propagating a long dis-radial cells were picked to increase in thickness with the
tance so that the erosion front has moved several plasmaradius. With a nearly constant thickness dr near the axis,
oscillation wavelengths up the beam, in the frame of theat large radius r the increment dr varied proportionally to
erosion front the beam will have been moving forwardr. Far from the beam the amount of plasma in a radial cell
through a fixed longitudinal wake field pattern Ez , and sothus increased as r2. For large plasma densities and large
it has been accelerated and decelerated in accordance withwall radii, this meant that cells at large radius could numeri-
the potential distribution (mc2/e)w(z9). The dimensionlesscally contain more charge than the beam itself. But as noted
potential w(z9), therefore, is simply a measure of the de-in the Introduction, this region beyond the neutralization
crease of the beam c at z9 through bEd(cb)/dz9 5 dw/dz.radius is an electrical shielding layer, analogous to a Debye
Since far upstream w approaches a constant wy , the valuesheath, that is now many skin depths thick. To assure that
of wy/(cy 2 cF), where cy is the initial beam energy, givesthe fields, growing exponentially on inward integration,
the erosion rate bE . cF accounts for the reduced beamstay properly resolved, the cell thickness in this region is
energy at the erosion front where the beam velocity ischosen to keep the maximum possible charge in a cell less
b(z9 5 0) 5 bF . This is discussed in more detail in a sepa-than a specified fraction f of the beam charge. So at smaller
rate paper [5].radii the cell size is allowed to increase with the radius as

originally prescribed until fraction f is exceeded, and be-

VII. CALCULATIONS AND COMPARISONSyond that the size decreases to keep the cell area constant:
r dr 5 const. Typically 0.2 # f # 0.5 has been found to
work well. In a given problem, depending on beam current, The parameter range over which the code has been
background plasma density, and wall radius, there may be tested is beam current I between 1 and 10 kA, beam
just one region of cell thickness variation, in which all cells radius 1 to 10 cm, ratio lc of density to beam density of
have less than fraction f of the beam charge, or two regions 0.1 to 1.0, ratio fp of background plasma density to beam
of cell thickness variation, in which the cells in the outer density of 10210 to 1022, and wall radius 10 to 1000 beam
region all have a constant fraction f of the beam charge. radii. In performing the calculations with the ARCTIC

code, several computational parameters need to be speci-
fied, including radial cell sizes, longitudinal step sizes, the

VI. INDUCTIVE EROSION RATE IN THE FROZEN exponent m of the supergaussian initial channel density
FIELD APPROXIMATION distribution e2rm

, and the averaging fraction a used in calcu-
lating the derivative Ez/z. In a few cases with physical

The model of inductive beam erosion assumes that in parameters representative of the range of interest, exten-
the frame moving with the erosion front the fields and sive calculations were made for each case using different
plasma flow trajectories are in steady state. In that frame, computational parameters. It was found that results
the beam electrons far upstream from the head are moving changed negligibly (less than a few percentages) when
forward (toward the front) at the erosion speed vE ; cbE 5
c(by 2 bF), where by and bF are the dimensionless veloci- a. radial cell size on axis was varied between 0.025 and

0.1 of the beam radius;ties of the beam far upstream (hence, the y symbol) and
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with both experimental results and PIC simulations. Be-
cause of their expense, the stimulations using IPROP
[6]—a three-dimensional, particle-in-cell (PIC) code—
were generally made to conform with experimental pa-
rameters, i.e., with low values of c not consistent with
ARCTIC. But one high-c IPROP simulation was per-
formed with a 2 kA, 1-cm radius beam propagating in a
2-cm radius channel. Line density ratio of the channel was
lc 5 0.5, background plasma density was 0.009 of the beam
electron density, beam rise time was ctR 5 50 cm, wall
radius was 64 cm, and cylindrical symmetry was assured
by using only the m 5 0 mode. IPROP presents particle
positions at successive time steps, with channel and plasma
electrons initially distributed uniformly in the longitudinal
and radial directions (but with a density change betweenFIG. 2. Axial distributions of Ez , calculated by ARCTIC, for different

values of the limiting parameter F (see text): F 5 0.2, 0.5, 1. The initial channel and plasma at the channel radius). The lab-frame
peak is larger for larger F values. snapshot in Fig. 3b shows these electrons after the beam,

injected from the right side, has almost reached the left
side of the simulation box, by which time most of the
startup transients have decayed. Figure 3a shows the elec-b. the initial longitudinal step size dz was varied be-
tron streamlines computed in ARCTIC’s beam frame (buttween 0.01 and 0.5 of the channel plasma period;
recall that the transformation used was Galilean, so noc. channel density profile was made sharper: from nom-
longitudinal distortion was introduced). Figure 4 shows the

inal distribution e2r10
to e2r20

.
corresponding Ez distributions on the axis. The qualitative
agreement is good. The difference is caused mainly byThe time step during a calculation is limited by several

factors. It is kept small enough to resolve the current rise boundary conditions: in IPROP the field measuring posi-
tion is 1.5 m from the metal surface through which thetime, electric field changes, and plasma oscillations. In ad-

dition, there is a requirement that no particle may move beam was injected. These comparisons gave confidence
that ARCTIC results can provide needed guidance forradially, during one time step, more than some specified

fraction F of a radial cell. The effect of the value of F understanding beam erosion, both experimentally and ana-
lytically [5].on the calculation results was examined by repeating the

calculation for different values of F, including F 5 0.1, 0.2, ARCTIC has also been used to investigate plasma wake-
fields induced by an electron beam propagating through a0.5, 1, and 2. For values of F larger than about 1, restraints

on the time step DT are imposed by resolution require- background plasma. Because ARCTIC runs so fast (orders
of magnitude faster than IPROP, which must follow morements, and the value of F becomes moot. For smaller values

of F the particle trajectories are almost unaffected. The detailed time-dependent and finite-c effects) and with spa-
tial resolutions much finer than practical with a PIC code,main differences appear in the electric field distributions

near the head of the beam. Larger values of F cause the we were able to carry out hundreds of runs on a Mac
IIci personal computer over a wide parameter regime andlongitudinal electric field at the front of the beam to in-

crease faster than it should and attain higher values. Figure statistically fit the results of the wave amplitude to a phe-
nomenological model. This in turn was used to predict a2 shows the axial distribution of Ez at different radii for F

values of 0.2, 0.5, and 1. The solid line, usually the envelope, parameter regime where the wakefields were least disrup-
tive to the beam. This was verified by IPROP and explainedrefers to a radius near the beam radius. The distribution

becomes noticeably distorted for F * 0.5, although the by an analytic model [7].
trajectories and erosion speed are little affected.

ARCTIC results were compared with both theory and VIII. CONCLUSION
PIC simulations. The ‘‘normalized erosion rate’’ computed
by ARCTIC (defined in Section VI) showed good The development and application of the ARCTIC code

has proved to be very successful. The implicit algorithmagreement (within 10%) with the same quantity predicted
by theory [5] over order-of-magnitude ranges of beam cur- was crucial in allowing the simulation of beam propagation

through large volumes of background plasma. This allowedrents I and beam-to-chanel density ratios fP , and four or-
ders of magnitude range of background plasma density. accurate modeling of beam inductive erosion and plasma

wakefields. The code ran sufficiently fast that tens of runsAs described by Mostrom et al. [5], the theory—valid also
for nonrelativistic beams—was compared and agreed well per day could be accomplished on a modest desktop per-
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FIG. 4. Comparisons of axial distributions of Ez as calculated by (a)
ARCTIC and (b), (c) IPROP for the same parameters as in Fig. 3. (b)
and (c) show the smoothed values of Ez and differ in that cell sizes in
(c) were halved both axially and radially from those in (b). In the IPROP
simulation, the field measuring position was 1.5 m downstream from a
conducting boundary through which the beam was injected.

entire beam charge. To avoid this situation, which could
introduce inaccuracies, the radial cell size is constrained
so that the charge it contains does not exceed a fraction
Crat of the beam charge. In the inner region where this
constraint does not apply the transformed radial coordi-
nate x is related to the radius r by

x 5 rb p ln S1 1
r
rb
D . (A1)

FIG. 3. Comparisons of (a) plasma streamlines by ARCTIC and (b)
plasma electron positions by IPROP, resulting from a 2 kA, 1-cm radius

The transformed cell size dx is related to actual cell sizebeam propagating in a 2-cm radius channel with lc 5 0.5 and background
plasma density of 1.2 3 109 cm23. The beam, which is moving to the dr by
left, has a rise time of 50 cm. The comparison is qualitative since exact
correspondence in resolution and boundary conditions is not practical.
In (b) the curled particle tracks at the right are produced by the conducting dx 5

dr
1 1 r/rb

. (A2)
boundary condition at that boundary. One feature noticable in all the
PIC simulations that is not seen in ARCTIC simulations is the presence
of particles at lower radii when the plasma is first blown out. This small The radius r*, at which a cell would initially contain asdiscrepancy is not fully understood but may be caused by transients not

plasma electrons a fraction Crat of the beam charge, isseen in the steady-state ARCTIC simulations.

r* 5 As(Ï1 1 2Crat/fp dx 21), (A3)

sonal computer, and it allowed an efficient interaction where fp is the ratio of plasma electron density to beam
among theory, numerical simulation, empirical modeling, electron density. For radii less than r* the relation between
and experiments. r and x is just that of Eq. (A1), so Eq. (A2) applies. For

larger radii the cell size dr is adjusted so the cells contain
APPENDIX: RADIAL ZONING just Crat times the beam charge:

To minimize the number of radial cells, a radially non-
uniform distribution of cell sizes is used, with cells becom- dr 5

rb

2r
rb

Crat fp
. (A4)

ing larger at larger radii. Coupled with the radial weight
factor r, the cell volumes increase radially as does the
amount of mass contained. For sufficiently large wall radii Requiring a constant interval dx in the transformed coordi-

nate gives the relationit is possible for a cell to contain more charge than the
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Trials have shown that a value dx/rb P 0.05 gives gooddx
dr

5 2
r
rb

dx
rb

Crat fp . (A5) radial resolution and still keeps the number N of radial
cells to a manageable number 50 & N & 200.

Integrating from r* to r gives
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